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AnOThER IMPACT YEAR FOR MMEP!

Dear Friends and Colleagues, 

Since our start in 1987, the Minnesota Minority education partnership has worked 
to accomplish the goal set before us by our Founders. “to increase the success of 
students of color in Minnesota schools, colleges and universities.” You have helped 
us make a difference in so many lives. We hope you will take a moment to look over 
our 2013–2014 Annual Report and celebrate our common successes as we continue 
working towards a future of full racial equity in education. 

over the years MMep has achieved many milestones; holding the first statewide 
multi-racial education conferences, publishing Minnesota’s first comprehensive 
research of the state of student of color and of American Indian students, creating the 
first statewide network of college access programs and serving as a rich environment 
for the development of many of today’s education and public policy leaders. 

And yet there is much still to be done as new immigrants come to Minnesota, as more 
educators become cross-culturally and racially competent and seek more skills, as our 
state increasingly embraces the agenda to re-design education at a systemic level, 
and as more people of color assume leadership.

We are proud of the work we do at MMep and I trust you will be too.  From the twin 
Cities to Mille lacs, from Mankato to Duluth, we are the organization schools, colleges 
and local communities turn to as they seek to create powerful and inclusive learning 
opportunities for all students.  

Sincerely, 

Carlos Mariani Rosa   
Executive Director              
  

Jennifer Godinez 
Associate Director

Thank you for your support. 
We hope you will join us in 
2014–15 as we take on new and 
exciting challenges. 

Carlos Mariani Rosa and Jennifer Godinez with guest 
speaker, Maria Hinojosa at the education equity in 
Action! conference.

Keith e. lester 
Board Chair



MMEP networks
Race Equity and Excellence in 

Education (REEEn)

Solutions not Suspensions (SnS) 

Mn College Access network 
(MCAn)

African American Males 
Education Advisory (AAMEA)

Race Equity Fellows
Research and Policy

Founded in 1987, the Minnesota Minority 
education partnership, Inc. (MMep) is the most 
experienced collaboration of communities of 
color and educational institutions dedicated 
to the educational success of students of 
color and American Indian students. MMep’s 
community of advocates and practitioners 
is committed to increasing college readiness 
and access and closing the achievement 
gap in Minnesota. How we do our work with 
community partners is as important as what we 
are doing to impact educational opportunities 
for all youth. 

“A network structure, like a hierarchy is simply a reoccurring 
pattern of communication among people.  But where a hierarchy 
is constructed with formal, tiered relationships, a network is 
depicted by mapping reoccurring patterns of unstructured 
contact. Hierarchies do not in themselves allow people to easily 
exchange knowledge or inspire trust networks do.”      

 

Megacommunities—How Leaders of Government, Business, 
and Nonprofits Can Tackle Today’s Global Challenges Together

by Gerencser, Van lee, napolitano and Kelly 
 Booz Allen Hamilton publisher, March 2008

MMep conducts its work through collaborative 
processes. We understand racial inequities are 
based on and reinforced through a broad set of 
social, economic and psychological dynamics 
that transcend a single classroom, school, or 
college. As such, fostering success for students 
of color involves a community effort to address 
those diverse dynamics. By bringing together 
educators, families, community members and 
others, we open up greater possibilities of 
community solutions to address racial equity. 
these involve teaching one another how to 
be successful with students of color from our 
respective “sectors.” It also means coordinating 
our work and matching how we talk about our 
work so that the broader community can make 
sense of it, thereby creating a strong public 
consensus for a race equity-driven education 
system that produces success for all students. 



Promise to Act Team | 18 Members

Community Visioning Session | 50 Participants

Summit- April | 100 Participants

Research
Policy Presentations

Education Equity in 
Action Conference

400 Participants

470 Delivered We are living in an era where more and more of our national population consists of a multitude 
of diverse racial, cultural, and economic backgrounds, and our classrooms are reflective of this 
shift. With this demographic shift comes the demand for new strategies and skills in education that 
will address the needs of students of color to ensure their educational success. It is no secret that 
our country is facing a devastating educational achievement gap between students of color and 
white students that is setting us up for an economic crisis consisting of an excess of jobs requiring 
certain skills and experience that will go unfulfilled due to lack of qualified individuals to fill 
them. 

We can no longer afford to ignore these achievement gaps between students and the factors that 
create and maintain them. Identifying crucial benchmarks and indicators of educational downfall 
has been key to addressing the achievement gap and beginning the work to eliminate it. While 
detecting benchmarks in test scores is important, identifying the amount of time lost, reasons for, 
and alternatives to disciplinary actions that take students out of the classroom and away from 
learning is equally important to understanding the whole picture of circumstances that lead to 
underperforming and limited achievement. Russell Skiba, a professor in counseling and educa-
tional psychology at Indiana State University and leading academic on equity in education said, 
“If we can shift to an understanding that schools are not going to get to the outcomes that they’re 
desiring as far as academics until they get a handle on issues of school climate and discipline, then 
I think we might see more resources flowing in that direction.”1 With an intentional effort to close 
the discipline gap in schools as a major factor in eliminating racial disparities, we could see not 
only see improved graduation rates and test scores, but more importantly, greater inclusion and 
equity for all of our students. 

Behavior and Learning in U.S. Classrooms:  
Unintended Consequences
Since the 1970’s, in an effort to reduce incidences of violence, schools and state legislatures 
created zero-tolerance policies that mandated the removal of students for serious violent offenses 
and weapons. In the wake of recent tragedies there has been additional public pressure for schools 
to increase safety efforts and protect students from harm. 

The use of these zero-tolerance policies have since been widened to encompass many more 
types of offenses, many of which involve non-violent, minor misbehavior.2 The unintended 
consequences of these types of policies are the large disproportionate discipline gaps that exist 
and persist between White students and African American students. Furthermore the reasons for 
utilizing zero tolerance policies and exclusionary practices (expulsions, suspensions, and admin-

Minnesota Minority Education Partnership | POLICY BRIEF

Solutions Not Suspensions 
Ending the Discipline Gap in Minnesota 
Public Schools

Minnesota Minority Education Partnership, Inc.    |   2233 University Avenue, Suite 220,  St. Paul, MN 55114    |    651.645.7400

SEPTEMBER 2013

This Brief Will Cover
I. Behavior and Learning in U.S. 
Classrooms: Research on the overuse 
and negative outcomes of suspensions 
in schools.

II. Racial Disparities in Suspension 
Rates Nationwide: Overview of what 
gaps exist between African American 
male students and all other students  
in regards to school suspensions in  
the U.S.

III. The Discipline Gap in Minnesota 
Schools: An analysis of Minnesota’s 
Discipline gap and analysis of local 
school district case study. 

IV.  It’s Time for Change: Examples of 
Discipline Reform in the U.S. : Brief 
descriptions of what school districts 
have done to reform school discipline 
policies and the positive results.

V. Local Conclusions and 
Recommendations from MMEP 
to Address the Racial Discipline 
Gap in MN: Discipline policy reform 
recommendations crafted by the  
MMEP Solutions Not Suspensions’ 
Collaborative Policy Teams. 

“States should be encouraged to reform their rules pertaining to 
school discipline, where appropriate, to ensure local districts and 

due process; and require high-quality alternative education for any 
student expelled or removed from a traditional school setting.”

—For Each and Every Child—A Strategy for Education Equity and Excellence 
U.S.Department of Education, Washington, D.C., 2013

A Recommendation from 
the Equity and Excellence 

Commission to the Secretary 
of the US Department of 

Education

February 13, 2014
9am – 6pm | Coffman Memorial Union 

 

HBCU
College 
Fair

Monday, January 20, 2014
3-6pm MLK Celebration Day

St. Peter’s AME Church
401 E 41st Street  Mpls, MN 55409

for Middle & 
High School 
Students

Learn About Schools & 
Get Your Questions Answered

Visit with representatives from the 
nation’s leading historically black 
colleges and universities

Participate in a panel discussion
and Skype sessions with admissions 
representatives from Dillard University

Focused sessions for middle and high 
school students

Entertainment
Prize Drawing
Live KMOJ broadcast 

Admissions & Scholarships
Central State University – one 
of the country’s oldest HBCU 
in Wilberforce, Ohio – will be 
conducting onsite admissions 
and o�ering scholarships. 
(Applicants must bring transcripts 
and SAT or ACT scores.)

Event Sponsors

Developed in conjunction with: Mille Lacs Band of Ojibwe leaders, Isle Schools, Nay Ah Shing 
Schools, Onamia Schools, Wewinabi Early Childhood Program, and Central Lakes College

With consultation from the Minnesota Minority Education Partnership, (MMEP)

April 2014

A Promise to Act: Educational Equity and 
Excellence for All of Our Children  
Race Equity and Excellence in Education Action Plan™

Funding Provided by: MMEP, Central Lakes College, the Otto Bremer Foundation, the Initiative 
Foundation, and the Blandin Foundation.

Minnesota Minority Education Partnership

Minnesota Minority Education Partnership
2233 University Avenue West, Suite 220
Saint Paul, MN 55114

651.645.7400
www.mmep.org

ACADEMIC 
ENRICHMENT 
GUIDE2014

For a PDF version of this guide, please visit www.mncollegeaccess.org

December 13, 2013  9:30am – 1:30pm

Keynote Speaker, Mike Lopez 

Information sessions and a chance to meet with 
college representatives from throughout Minnesota
Information Session Topics 

• Financial Aid, Scholarships and Managing College Debt

• Life After College—Career and Employment Opportunities

• The Dream Act & More!

RSVP with your list of participating students to 
www.surveymonkey.com/s/latinostudentsummit
Space is limited. 

Questions? Contact Jessicca Edwards at MMEP 
651.645.7400 ex 202 or jedwards@mmep.org

¡OYE!
Own Your Future! 

Latino Student 
    Summit & College Fair

FREE!

Riverland Community College
965 Alexander Drive SW

Owatonna, MN 55060

Academic Enrichment Guides | 8000 Delivered

College Connector Certi�cate | 24 Participants

Networking Breakfast | 44 Participants

HBCU Fair | 500 Participants

Latino Fair | 220 Participants

260 74 1074 

Social Media Followers

St. Paul Public Schools | 37,825 Students

Minneapolis Public Schools | 35,356 Students

Youth Summit | 200  Participants

Policy Briefs | 238 Delivered

Professional Development | 150 Participants

Solutions In Action Focus Groups | 262 Participants

Solutions In Action Recommendations | 50

320 647 247 

Social Media Followers

 

MMEP Impact

MCAN | Minnesota 
College Access 

Network

REEEN | Race Equity 
& Excellence in 

Education Network

SNS | Solutions 
Not Suspensions



“I liked the way MMep asked us to dig 
down deep to discern the root causes 
of inequity in our area.” 

 — process participant

Involved Educators 
represented the following: 

Isle School District

onamia School District

nah Ay Shing Wewinabe early 
Childhood program (of Mille 
lacs band of ojbwe)

Central lakes College

The main elements of this process included: 
n	Facilitation to develop a community-wide vision
n	training on race equity school plans and case studies
n	training on race equity school policies
n	training on education equity strategy development 

and goal-setting for the region
n	Completion of an action plan, complete with 

community recommendations on race equity in 
education for the Mille lacs region

Race equity and excellence in education network (Reeen) 
builds local leadership capacity in communities of color 
throughout Minnesota, to ensure that communities have 
the knowledge, skills, resources, and connections necessary 
to address educational inequity through community 
collaboration. MMep’s model requires a leadership team 
comprising school leaders, community leaders, families, 
and other community members. this framework is helping 
multiple communities across the state define ways to set 
race equity goals and implement effective cradle to career 
solutions to improve outcomes for students of color.

“no child should be left behind or held at a 
disadvantage because of the circumstances of their 
birth. this is the reason the Minnesota Department 
of education has placed such an importance on 
addressing achievement gaps. But none of us are 
able to do it alone, which is why it is so exciting 
to see groups such as yours working together to 
address disparities in your community.”

 — Minnesota Department of education Commissioner,  
Dr. Brenda Cassellius in a written letter upon release of the plan.

the promise to Act team went through a 10-month process developing a Race 
equity and excellence in education Action plan™ for the Mille lacs region. 
Community members, school district staff, families, students, nonprofits, and 
other education stakeholders were all engaged in this process.

Promise to Act Team | 18 Members         April 14 Summit | 100 Attendees

Developed in conjunction with: Mille Lacs Band of Ojibwe leaders, Isle Schools, Nay Ah Shing 
Schools, Onamia Schools, Wewinabi Early Childhood Program, and Central Lakes College

With consultation from the Minnesota Minority Education Partnership, (MMEP)

April 2014

A Promise to Act: Educational Equity and 
Excellence for All of Our Children  
Race Equity and Excellence in Education Action Plan™

Funding Provided by: MMEP, Central Lakes College, the Otto Bremer Foundation, the Initiative 
Foundation, and the Blandin Foundation.



St. Paul Public Schools (SPPS)

In SppS, MMep Solutions not Suspensions 
played a critical role in supporting the Solutions 
in Action planning group; made up of SppS 
stakeholders including educators, community 
members, parents and SppS and St. paul 
Federation of teachers (SpFt) staff. the goal of 
the group was to identify recommendations 
focused on reducing existing discipline disparities 
which disproportionately impact students of 
color and specifically African American male 
students. 

“the perspective and 
recommendations that 
MMep has provided in 

MpS has been invaluable. 
It’s not always easy but 

MMep has given me both 
the language and tools 

to move the conversation 
forward without landing 

in a blame game.”
—Robin Francis, MpS Behavior 

Standards poSA 

During the 2012 African American Males education Advisory (AAMeA) 
summit, discriminatory discipline was identified as one of the most pressing 
issues hindering the success of African American Males in education. they 
developed a policy brief highlighting the issue (Solutions Not Suspensions: 
Ending the Discipline Gap in MN Schools) and began the Solutions not 
Suspention (SnS) initiative.

AAMeA begins the Solutions 
not Suspensions initiative in 
Minnesota. MMep Race equity 
policy and Advocacy Fellows

Start Campaign (2012)

MPS and SPPS partner with 
MMEP to implement new 
codes

37,825  |  Students Impacted

MPS Policy Shift to Behavior  
Standards Langauge (2013) 

35,356  |  Students Impacted

Second Youth Summit 
highlights solutions for 
suspensions and student 
engagement

(February, 2014)  
200 participants

Minneapolis Public Schools (MPS)

MMep Solutions not Suspensions work focused 
on assisting MpS staff to plan, design and provide 
professional development workshops for MpS 
staff and site building teams in advance of the 
2014 roll out of the new code of conduct. this 
included site level work creating a positive 
school-wide engagement plan that describes a 
comprehensive and differentiated professional 
development plan and timeline for school staff 
members to engage. 

2012 2013 2014

73,181 |  Total Student Impact

First Youth Summit results 
in policy brief Addressing 
Minnesota Racial Discipline 
Disparities in Education: 
Youth Voices

(May, 2013) 
100 participants



Opening Session Keynote

Dr. David Stovall
university of Illinois, Chicago

organizing Youth and Families 
to Address the Discipline Gap: 
Changing the Culture of e-12 
education

David Stovall (far left) with youth organizers
Participants’ Response: 
Opening Plenary—

This session was 
engaging and 
informative

Strongly Agree    44 | 80%

Agree     10 | 18%

Disagree 0 | 0%       Strongly Disagree  0 | 0%       
Did not Attend 0 | 0%        no Answer 1 | 2%

98% Positive Feedback

In 2014, MMep held its statewide “education equity in 
Action!” conference where 400 educators and learners 
attended from all over Minnesota to learn about 
policies and practices that drive the academic success 
of students of color. Keynote speakers Dr. David Stovall 
and npR journalist Maria Hinojosa inspired attendees 

to see race equity as 
central to transforming 
schools and communities.  
twenty-four workshops 
showcased promising 
practices in Minnesota that 
empowered participants 
with information on how to 
establish race equity school 
policies, how to promote 

excellent teaching, student engagement and how to 
pursue better research. 

400 Conference Participants

Minneapolis Youth Congress

Juvenile Detention 
Alternatives Initiative 

legal Rights Center

Mn Alliance with Youth

Minnesota Youth Council

African American leadership 
Forum

the Solutions not Suspensions 
Youth Summit—held one 
day prior to the education 

equity Conference—was an 
opportunity for students to 

express their views on school 
suspension issues. Information 

gathered at the summit 
served as a framework for  

Dr. Stovall’s opening address.   

over 95% of post-
conference survey 
respondents said they 
gained key race equity 
in education tools and 
would attend future 
MMep trainings and 
forums.

neighborhoods organizing 
for Change

Save the Kids

organizing Apprenticeship 
project

Industrial Workers of the 
World

Youthprise

Youth Summit Partners



Participants’ Response: Luncheon Keynote—

This Keynote was engaging and informative

Strongly Agree    33 | 60%

Agree    18 | 33%

Disagree 0 | 0%       Strongly Disagree  0 | 0%       
Did not Attend 0 | 0%        no Answer 3 | 5%

93% Positive Feedback

“personal narratives always stick to me. today was a great 
boost to get in gear. I appreciated the entire day was to 
bring theory into action.”                 —participant

Luncheon Session Keynote

Maria hinojosa
national public Radio Host  “latino u.S.A.”

latinos owning our power and Changing 
the narrative: Race equity, education, and 
the Futuro

Hinojosa’s inspirational talk – also aired on MpR – reviewed 
how the nation views latinos, narratives reflecting hope and 
change, and the importance of race equity to democracy.  

  Brenda Casselius 
  MN Education Commissioner

 Brandon Alkire 
 American Indian student, U of M

 R.t. Rybak 
 Executive Director, Generation Next

luncheon panelist 
Respondents Included:

Students from Wellstone Elementary drum line performed for 
the conference luncheon. 



MCAn hosted 7 
networking breakfasts in 
the 2013–2014 academic 
year, to share promising 
practices to increase 
students of color and 
low-income youth 
that attend college in 
Minnesota.

100% of participants felt more prepared to 
work with students and families regarding 
financial aid & scholarships, community 
outreach & engagement, dual credit 
enrollment programs, and career exploration 
based on the training series

85% of participants rated the quality of 
training series as very good or excellent

“I think that the monthly MCAn networking breakfasts 
are a great use of time, as evidenced by how many 
sessions I have attended this year. I attend regularly 
because I know that every time I do, I walk away with 
at least one new and valuable connection, resource, 
or piece of information that informs and supports my 
work. I think that the informal nature of the meetings 
allows people to connect and share more deeply, 
resulting in more long-term benefits than many 
other meetings or workshops. having this space 
and time allows for people to share their passions, 
insights, and to inspire and support the work of their 
colleagues.”

—Marisa Gustafson, Assistant Director 
(Center for School Change)

College 
Connector 
Certification
the College Connector 
Certification program was 
designed by MMep to 
provide critical information 
on college readiness, access 
and success to professionals 
serving multicultural, low-
income, first generation 
students and their families.  
the program provided 
intensive technical assistance 
and coaching to build the 
capacity of teams to engage 
students. 

Topics Addressed
Financial Aid & Scholarships

Community outreach & 
engagement 

Dual Credit enrollment 
programs

Career exploration

Participating Organizations 
neighborhood House

College possible

the Sanneh Foundation

ClueS-Youth in Action!

CommonBond Communities 

River’s edge Academy

Minnesota College Access network (MCAn) is a statewide network of more than 700 programs 
and practitioners working to achieve racial equity in higher education by supporting college 
participation and graduation of students of color, American Indian students, low income students, 
and first generation students. MCAn builds on and aligns the efforts of other college-access 
initiatives by identifying gaps in services, incorporating cultural competency strategies, and 
providing a platform for collaboration. through MCAn, MMep has fundamentally changed the way 
districts and institutions of higher education promote college access for young people of color.

44 Professionals 
Attended 

7 Networking 
Breakfasts

networking Breakfasts

6 Teams (24 professionals) Were Trained



hBCU College Fair   

December 13, 2013  9:30am – 1:30pm

Keynote Speaker, Mike Lopez 
MnSCU Vice Chancellor for Student A�airs

Information sessions and a chance to meet with 
college representatives from throughout Minnesota
Information Session Topics 

• Financial Aid, Scholarships and Managing College Debt

• Life After College—Career and Employment Opportunities

• The Dream Act & More!

RSVP with your list of participating students to 
www.surveymonkey.com/s/latinostudentsummit
Space is limited. 

Questions? Contact Jessicca Edwards at MMEP 
651.645.7400 ex 202 or jedwards@mmep.org

¡OYE!
Own Your Future! 

Latino Student 
    Summit & College Fair

FREE!

Riverland Community College
965 Alexander Drive SW

Owatonna, MN 55060

Southern Mn Latino Student Summit & College Fair  

90% felt there is support 
to attend college

87% strongly agreed or 
agreed that they know 
more about the resources 
available for college

89% strongly agreed or 
agreed that they feel 
more comfortable about 
enrolling in college

220 Attendees

90% felt there is support 
to attend college

86% strongly agreed or 
agreed that they feel more 
comfortable about enrolling 
in college

83% strongly agreed or 
agreed that they know more 
about Historically Black 
Colleges and universities

500 Attendees



“My plans are to pursue a phD in either American Studies 
or performance Studies. Being a fellow with MMep has 

motivated me to think about research 
in nuanced ways. I am committed 
to pursuing research that does 
not stay within the realms of elite 
academic spaces but also generates 
its arguments and focuses its theories 
within the places and people that it 
discusses.”                 — Isela Gomez 

 

“the Fellowship strengthened my 
future career path and offered new 
opportunities in approaching the 
work in educational equity.”

— timothy Warren

RACE EqUITY POLICY 
AnD ADvOCACY 
FELLOWS PROGRAM

MMep’s effort to help build race equity collaborations in greater Minnesota progressed in 2011–2012 when 
it launched a “Race equity policy and Advocacy Fellowship program.” the program is a more deliberate 
effort to use the organization’s knowledge and train an emerging leader in race equity research/analysis 
and advocacy. Specifically, an emerging researcher/analyst/organizer is given a stipend to assist with a 
research and/or advocacy project with the organization and its members for a 9–12 month period.

In 2013–2014, MMep trained 5 new Fellows. they have worked on projects related to accelerating the 
education of Minnesota’s African American males, english language learners “Youth Voices,” access to 
state financial aid including those effected by the Minnesota prosperity Act (Dream Act), and research and 
analysis on race equity in education in Minnesota. 

“the MMep staff provided 
resources that I had not 
before been exposed to 
(StRIVe, Collaborative toolkit) 
and supported the research 
throughout the grant 
period through meetings, 
conferences, mentoring, and 
whatever I needed. It was a 
great professional experience 
to hear Dr. Ron Ferguson 
speak about Conceiving a 21st 
Century Social Movement for 
excellence with equity.”

— tammy Quist

Race Equity Fellows 

Cymone Fuller, 2012 
Race equity Fellow, AAMeA 
Solutions not Suspensions 
Campaign

Tammy quist, 2012–2013 
Millelacs Area Race equity Fellow 
Facilitator of Race equity Action plan

Cassie Bordelon, 2013 
Race equity Fellow, MMep Research 
Collaborative and website project

Isela Gomez, 2013 
Race equity Fellow, developed 
policy brief on 2013 prosperity Act 
(Mn Dream Act)

Timothy Warren, 2013 
Race equity Fellow, developed a 
policy brief on role of black young 
male identity development and 
suspension rate issue in education

Edwin Gonzalez, 2014 
Race equity Fellow, ell Youth Voices 
project

Jeron Mariani, 2014 
Race equity Fellow, ell Youth Voices 
project



MINNESOTA MINORITY EDUCATION PARTNERSHIP

STATE OF STUDENTS OF COLOR AND  

AMERICAN INDIAN STUDENTS REPORT

2012  
Minnesota Minority Education Partnership – MMEP

This report is made possible 
through the financial support 

of  following sponsors: Minnesota Office of Higher 
Education

The Minneapolis Foundation
Travellers FoundationGeneral Mills FoundationSecurian FoundationMedtronic FoundationOtto Bremer FoundationThank you!

2233 University Avenue West, Suite 220 

Saint Paul, MN 55114
651.645.7400  mmep@mmep.org 

www.mmep.org

Research and Policy Analysis 2013-2014 
Beginning with the publication of the first State of Students of Color and American 
Indian Students report in 2001, MMep has showcased the key racial disparities in 
education to inform policymakers and school leaders as they shape education equity 
reform strategies. 

In 2013, MMep published its first Race equity in Action plan with the Mille lacs region 
promise to Act team. the Race equity Action plan is titled A Promise to Act: Education 
Equity and Excellence for All of Our Children. Additionally, the organization released the 
policy brief for Solutions not Suspensions titled, Solutions Not Suspensions: Ending the 
Discipline Gap in Minnesota Public Schools. these research pieces have reached over 
1000 stakeholders in Minnesota. 

Since 2011, policy brief forums on specific communities, immigrant youth and African 
American youth and college readiness and success, have reached over 2000 people. 

MMep uses a multi-pronged approach to advance policy and public 
awareness at multiple levels of decision making and action. the 
organization has learned that it is critically important that awareness be 
heightened in communities of color and American Indian communities, 
so that families, students, and community leaders can directly press for 
change in schools and colleges.

n In 2013, youth forums held with African American young men gathered 
reflections on local suspension rate data. MMep then documented 
student and family recommendations in a policy brief that is shared with 
community organizations, school systems, and school policymakers.

n  In 2013, MMep engaged with American Indian leaders and educators 
in the Mille lacs area using group practices of collecting and analyzing 
local student data. this action planning process included exploring 
best practice case studies and policy frames, that they in turn used to 
fashion their own policy actions to develop a “Race equity Action plan” 
to use with policymakers and community leaders to propose addressing 
educational disparities with community insights at the forefront of the 
recommendations. 

n prior to 2012, the MnSCu strategic diversity and inclusion plan was 
informed by MMep, as was the office of Higher education’s actions 
regarding tuition equity and undocumented students in Minnesota.

MMep conducts public forums and conferences to bring stakeholders 
together across race and geography, public and private sectors, education 
systems, including students and educators, to commonly learn about 
current research, practice, and what’s happening effectively where 
and with whom. MMep believes advances must be made directly with 
education decision makers and we strive to build personal relationships 
with key institutional leaders: college presidents, superintendents, 
teachers, counselors and lawmakers. 

Developed in conjunction with: Mille Lacs Band of Ojibwe leaders, Isle Schools, Nay Ah Shing 
Schools, Onamia Schools, Wewinabi Early Childhood Program, and Central Lakes College

With consultation from the Minnesota Minority Education Partnership, (MMEP)

April 2014

A Promise to Act: Educational Equity and 
Excellence for All of Our Children  
Race Equity and Excellence in Education Action Plan™

Funding Provided by: MMEP, Central Lakes College, the Otto Bremer Foundation, the Initiative 
Foundation, and the Blandin Foundation.

2011 Access to Higher Education and 
Latino Undocumented Immigrant 
Youth in Minnesota

Minnesota Economic Realities Tied 
to the Educational Success of African 
American Males

2012 English Learners in Minnesota 
Schools: Key Policy Issues to 
Accelerate Academic Achievement for 
More English Leaners in Minnesota  

Racial Disparities in Student Academic Achievement is 
a Critical Challenge that Threatens Minnesota’s Social 
and Economic Prosperity

Attempting to address Minnesota’s racial disparities in education 
without understanding the variation within cultural communities and 
across all populations will lead to policy and pedagogical decisions that 
fail. Furthermore, the extent to which we accelerate the academic devel-
opment of bilingual or multilingual students has a profound impact on 
the competitive role Minnesota plays in an increasingly global economy.

This brief provides a background on the diversity, growth, geography, 
and some academic achievement test results of English Learners in 
Minnesota and offers state policies and practices that promote the 
academic achievement of these students. The aim of the brief is to 
provide data and insights to better serve English Learners for excellent 
and more equitable educational outcomes. 
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UNTAPPED TALENT SERIES
English Learners in Minnesota Schools
Key Policy Issues to Accelerate Academic  
Achievement for More English Learners in Minnesota

“Without a narrowing of the achievement gap between 
the state’s minorities and their white counterparts, 
demographic changes such as the slowing 
growth and aging of the Minnesota 
population will soon begin to put pressures 
on its abilities to meet business demands 
for a qualified workforce. These challenges 
are imminent as Minnesota’s baby boom 
population begins to turn 62 next year.  For 
this reason it is imperative that the state 
ensure the full employability of all members 
of its workforce—both current and future.” 

 —Fennelly, K. and Huart, A., 2010, p.22
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I. Background on Minnesota English Learners (EL): 
Overview of English Learner diversity, growth, 
and geography

II. Academic Disparities and English Learner 
Students in Minnesota:  Overview of key  
disparities indicators

III. Current National and Local Policy Frameworks:  
Updates on policies that support the equitable 
and adequate education of English Learners

IV. Key Policy Questions Including: 

 A. How is Minnesota best identifying those  
   students most in need of English Learner services? 

 B. Are we using the best pedagogical approach  
  to serve English Learner students? 

 C. How are we assessing our English Learners? 

 D. Are Minnesota teachers best equipped to better 
    serve our English Learner population?

V. Key Conclusions and Recommendations to 
address racial disparities in education of English 
Learners in Minnesota

According to the Minnesota Department of 
Employment and Economic Development: 

This Brief will Cover:

The state of education for African American 
males in Minnesota and across the nation is 
a crisis that calls for immediate attention.  
As the landscape changes in the state and in the 
nation, there is a need to be proactive in supporting 
policies and initiatives that aim to erase the educa-
tional achievement gap that exists between African 
American males and the broader population. The 
need for policies focusing on the educational 
disparities that exist among African American 
males in the state of Minnesota is overwhelming. 
For example, figure 1 shows that difference in 
graduation rates between African American males 
and White males may predict future outcomes 
like employment status. These policies should be 
derived from a framework that is (1) data-driven, 
(2) innovative, (3) and produces sustainable 
outcomes.
 
THE NEED FOR A NEW FRAME-
WORK Re-Designing Educational 
Enterprises for Quality and Equity
As we enter into a new era of intensive globaliza-
tion, shifting markets, job-market and corporate 
restructuring, it is important that academic achievement gaps are erased and a greater emphasis is 
placed on education quality and equity. This entails a re-thinking that is inclusive, dynamic, and 
focused on student groups that are more vulnerable to achievement gaps such as African American 
males. This rethinking involves absolute inclusion of the perspective of the students who suffer 
the most from an education enterprise that fails to broaden its definition of success and achieve-
ment, fails to consider talents and pedagogies from a multi-cultural perspective, and that fears the 
necessity of moving from a “one-size-fits-all” model to a multi-dimensional model that addresses 
the issue of quality and equity. 

Paul Baltes (founder of “Life Span Development”) said, “We need to keep in mind that the future 
is not something we simply enter, the future is also something we help create.” In rethinking our 
education enterprise we should remember that education is dynamic, meaning, it involves real 
people with specific needs that vary as a result of factors such as race, socioeconomic status, 
culture, and community. Recognizing education as a dynamic process, shifting and changing as a 
result of the needs of society and its ability to educate its entire citizenry, is a step in the direction 
of understanding the need for focused and uniquely tailored programs for groups that are most 
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Minnesota Economic Realities
Tied to the Educational Success of  
African American Males

“…the face and fate of Black males largely depends on the systemic 
opportunities provided in your state or community.  Does your 
community provide:

n opportunities to become a physician or to be pushed out? 

n	 opportunities to be locked up or opportunities to learn?

n		opportunities to have a state or locally sponsored mentor or a state 
 or locally sponsored parole officer?”  

—John H. Jackson, Yes We Can, Schott Report  2010
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“We must use time creatively… and 
forever realize that the time is always 
ripe to do great things.” 

 —Martin Luther King, Jr.

Quality of Life Outcomes  
for African American Males 

in Minnesota, 2010

Schott Foundation for Public Education, 2010; 
U.S. Department of Labor, 2009; & IPED, 2007; 
Minnesota Office of Higher Education, 200IPED, 
2007; Minnesota Office of Higher Education, 2008.

Figure 1

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Economic Realities of the State of Minnesota: In this decade, Minnesota is faced with having 
to replace its’ current college-educated workforce, due to retirements and demographic shifts.1  
It is evident that Minnesota’s pipeline for new college graduates will come increasingly from 
populations of students of color. According to the Minnesota Office of Higher Education, students 
of color will comprise 20% of Minnesota high school graduates in 2015, up from 13% in 2005. 
The largest increases will be in the number of Black and Hispanic graduates.2 Along with these 
shifts in demographics, there is a huge imperative to address the academic trends of the emerging 
workforce. “The State of Minnesota has identified the shrinking of the achievement gap between 
minority and white youth as one of the most important challenges facing the state.”3

Purpose of the Policy Brief: This policy brief examines the following key topics: the growth and 
academic achievement trends of all Latino immigrants as a key student population that will impact 
the economic progress of the state of Minnesota; the efficacy of current policy approaches that 
impact the  financial barriers to college for undocumented immigrant youth; and, a description of 
other key policy solutions that should be explored to increase college access attainment rates of 
immigrant youth in Minnesota. 

Growth of Latino, immigrant youth population and their academic trends will impact 
the economic growth of state: The rapid growth of the Latino, immigrant youth community 
in Minnesota schools and their current academic achievement trends speaks to the urgency of 
developing stronger policies and practices that accelerate academic achievement and college 
access and success for all Minnesota students. Even though not all Latino immigrant youth are 
undocumented, addressing the tuition equity concerns of this sub-population of Latino immigrant 
youth – matters greatly in the building of all of the talent in our Minnesota student population.

A Minnesota “flat-rate tuition policy” provided a solution to the high cost barrier that 
undocumented youth face when pursuing a college education. A strong barrier to greater 
academic success and college access for Latino undocumented immigrant youth has been the fact 
that they are, by federal law, assessed a higher rate of tuition for public colleges and universities 
and the accompanying lack of access to state and federal financial aid. A solution to this challenge 
came indirectly from a policy that was legislatively enacted in 2007 for a “flat tuition rate” at 
select Minnesota State Colleges and Universities (MNSCU). As a result of this policy enrollment 
of nonresident students increased at a XX of institutions. This brief concludes that this change 
has resulted in more talented, undocumented immigrant youth from Minnesota high schools 
increasing their enrollment at these institutions in order to pursue their college goals.

Additional policies should be considered to accelerate academic achievement and college 
access for Latino, undocumented immigrant youth. The following recommendations are 
given from this brief: 

n State leaders should implement the flat-rate tuition policy for all public college and universities 
in Minnesota, including all the Minnesota State Colleges and Universities and the University of 
Minnesota;

n When policies are enacted that address affordability of college for students, greater communica-
tion to the community at-large would assist in immigrant families and students finding the best 
and most up-to-date financial options to pursue their college goals.

n Policymakers should consider broadening qualifications for state aid based on Minnesota resi-
dency as defined by attending a Minnesota high school a minimum of three years. These changes 
could increase access to state financial aid for more Minnesota immigrant youth.

n Continued advocacy for passage of the national D.R.E.A.M. Act--to provide a just pathway to 
citizenship for more Minnesota immigrant students.
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Access to Higher Education and latino  
Undocumented immigrant youth in Minnesota
removing Barriers to Develop Untapped Talent for 
Minnesota’s Economic Prosperity

The evidence is clear, at a time 
when the state of Minnesota faces 

large numbers of retirements in 
the workforce and thereby needs 
to replace skilled workers vital to 
it’s economy, no student popula-
tion can be left out of the human 

development pipeline from K-12 
to college to employment. Thus, 

removing barriers for Minnesota’s 
latino, immigrant students to 

achieve college access and success 
is vitally important in building 

and safeguarding the economic 
health of the state.
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MMEP  |  SOLUTIONS NOT SUSPENSIONS CAMPAGIN  
Addressing Minnesota Racial Discipline  
Disparities in Education: Youth Voices 

Nationwide, research and policy analysis has been conducted to 
include discipline in the discussion of eliminating racial disparities 
in education. In Minnesota, MMEP has been the leader in collecting 
research and data around this issue, and has made central, the 
engagement of community and youth voices in the strategy to 
eliminate racial discipline disparities in MN schools. 

“As all groups pursue excellence, a 
compelling goal for racial equity is that 
lagging groups should rise faster until race 
and ethnicity cease to be predictors of 
grades, test scores, or any other measure 
of academic skill or knowledge”

— [name] Ferguson, 2007

  With this understanding and as a result 
of this process, the MMEP Solutions Not 
Suspensions Campaign has the ultimate 
goals of:

n Accelerating the achievement of African 
American young men in Minnesota 
schools.

nDeveloping school-community 
relationships that foster dignity and 
respect by and for students.

The MMEP Solutions Not Suspensions Campaign is advocating for policies 
and practices to close Minnesota’s discipline gap by:

n  Researching Promising Policies and Practices to Close Discipline  
Gaps in Schools

 What do promising practices look like nationwide? 
MMEP has been collecting national and local data and research around 
discipline rates and reform efforts that decrease the amount of students 
being suspended from schools, as well as powerful practices that 
empower students and end the disproportionate push out of students of 
color, specifically, African American young men.

n  Identifying Coalition Members that Support Policy and Practice 
Changes in MN Schools

 Who supports a change for discipline in Minnesota Schools? 
MMEP has built an e-network of over 200 concerned educators and 
community members receiving information about this campaign and 
ways to act! Additionally, we have commitments from over 20 researchers 
and allies that to gather the best practices of addressing discipline gaps in 
education and push an agenda to close gaps!

n Building a Movement around Change with Community and Youth Input

 Gathering community and student input for change. 
MMEP has been actively engaging a core group of allies to form a policy 
team consisting of community leaders, non-profit representatives, 
educators, parents and students to discuss this issue and collectively come 
up with recommendations for discipline policy and practice reform.

n Advocating for Implementation of New Student and Community 
Supported Policies and Practices

 MMEP has been meeting with schools districts to discuss issues of 
disproportionate discipline rates and present research findings. We will be 
looking to move forward with Minnesota school districts to assist in the 
re-crafting of policies, implementation of solution based programming, 
and developing accountability measures. 

With this understanding and as a 
result of this process, the MMEP 
Solutions Not Suspensions Campaign 
has the ultimate goals of: 

n  Accelerating the achievement of 
African American young men in 
Minnesota schools.

n  Developing school-community 
relationships that foster dignity 
and respect by and for students.

“As all groups pursue excellence, a 
compelling goal for racial equity is 
that lagging groups should rise faster 
until race and ethnicity cease to be 
predictors of grades, test scores, or 
any other measure of academic skill 
or knowledge”

— Ronald Ferguson, 2007

We are living in an era where more and more of our national population consists of a multitude 
of diverse racial, cultural, and economic backgrounds, and our classrooms are reflective of this 
shift. With this demographic shift comes the demand for new strategies and skills in education 
that will address the needs of students of color to ensure their educational success. It is no 
secret that our country is facing a devastating educational achievement gap between students 
of color and white students that is setting us up for an economic crisis consisting of an excess 
of jobs requiring certain skills and experience that will go unfulfilled due to lack of qualified 
individuals to fill them. 

We can no longer afford to ignore these achievement gaps between students and the factors 
that create and maintain them. Identifying crucial benchmarks and indicators of educational 
downfall has been key to addressing the achievement gap and beginning the work to eliminate 
it. While detecting benchmarks in test scores is important, identifying the amount of time lost, 
reasons for, and alternatives to disciplinary actions that take students out of the classroom and 
away from learning is equally important to understanding the whole picture of circumstances 
that lead to underperforming and limited achievement. Russell Skiba, a professor in counseling 
and educational psychology at Indiana State University and leading academic on equity in 
education said, “If we can shift to an understanding that schools are not going to get to the 
outcomes that they’re desiring as far as academics until they get a handle on issues of school 
climate and discipline, then I think we might see more resources flowing in that direction.”1 
With an intentional effort to close the discipline gap in schools as a major factor in eliminating 
racial disparities, we could see not only see improved graduation rates and test scores, but more 
importantly, greater inclusion and equity for all of our students. 

Behavior and Learning in U.S. Classrooms: 
Unintended Consequences
Since the 1970’s, in an effort to reduce incidences of violence, schools and state legislatures 
created zero-tolerance policies that mandated the removal of students for serious violent 
offenses and weapons. In the wake of recent tragedies there has been additional public pressure 
for schools to increase safety efforts and protect students from harm. 

The use of these zero-tolerance policies have since been widened to encompass many more 
types of offenses, many of which involve non-violent, minor misbehavior.2 The unintended 
consequences of these types of policies are the large disproportionate discipline gaps that exist 
and persist between White students and African American students. Furthermore the reasons 
for utilizing zero tolerance policies and exclusionary practices (expulsions, suspensions, and 
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Solutions Not Suspensions
Ending the Discipline Gap in Minnesota 
Public Schools
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This Brief Will Cover
I. Behavior and Learning in U.S. 
Classrooms: Research on the overuse 
and negative outcomes of suspensions 
in schools.

II. Racial Disparities in Suspension
Rates Nationwide: Overview of what 
gaps exist between African American 
male students and all other students 
in regards to school suspensions in 
the U.S.

III. The Discipline Gap in Minnesota 
Schools: An analysis of Minnesota’s 
Discipline gap and analysis of local 
school district case study. 

IV.  It’s Time for Change: Examples of 
Discipline Reform in the U.S. : Brief 
descriptions of what school districts 
have done to reform school discipline 
policies and the positive results.

V. Local Conclusions and 
Recommendations from MMEP 
to Address the Racial Discipline 
Gap in MN: Discipline policy reform 
recommendations crafted by the 
MMEP Solutions Not Suspensions’ 
Collaborative Policy Teams. 

“States should be encouraged to reform their rules pertaining to 
school discipline, where appropriate, to ensure local districts and 
charter schools provide preventive services in the � rst instance; if 
formal discipline is necessary, a� ord students and their families ample 
due process; and require high-quality alternative education for any 
student expelled or removed from a traditional school setting.”

—For Each and Every Child—A Strategy for Education Equity and Excellence
U.S.Department of Education, Washington, D.C., 2013

A Recommendation from 
the Equity and Excellence 

Commission to the Secretary 
of the US Department of 

Education
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